Little Sunshines Preschool
2020 April Newsletter
Curriculum

Birthdays

Amelia Ashe
4/3
Theresa Magras
4/4
Flora Rudd 4/8
Andrw Forquer
4/8
Easter Egg Hunt and Party

Closings &
This April we will celebrate our favorite cur- Special Days
riculum theme—
April 10th Good
SPRING!!!!!! The Chil- Friday –Closed
dren will also learn
about the weather and April 12th-Easter
our community helpers.

We will have our Easter Egg Hunt for all classes April 9th starting
at 10am. Each Classroom will have a chance to find eggs and look
for the “Golden Egg” Whoever finds the Golden Egg in each
classroom will win the Class Easter Basket. At 3pm we will have a
small Easter Party for all the children. I wish I could invite the
Parents and Family to our events, but we will take pics!!!!

Covid-19

Ms Sam Ms Conchetta and Ms Michelle
have decided that they will stay home during
As you know we are still open as a this time. We still have Ms Alesha, Ms Teri
and The 2 Katies as well as myself , will be
EPCC Center and we are very
here everyday

grateful to still be able to serve
our families. We are trying our
best to keep everything clean and
so far we have been really good
and no one is sick. I appreciate
everyone doing their part to make
sure we can continue to provide
care. If you haven't filled out
MSDE Application or given ID,
please do so by beginning of next
week, so I can turn into MSDE
for approval. Be safe everyone.

Toys
Please do not bring in extra
toys unless its show and tell
day. We do not want toys lost
or children upset when they
are gone from their cubby.

Summer Camp
We hope to have a fun and safe Summer Program , I
usually have it rolled out by now so you can see the
summer calendar in advance. I will have to redo my
summer camp since we will not be able to do the
things I had planned. Stay tuned….

